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       THE DECOMPOSITION OF METHANE ON 

              REDUCED NICKEL. 

                         By D1,isao KoaoRnw.t. 

   It is well known that nickel is an excellent catalyst for the decomposition 

of methane; i and yet few studies on the reaction kinetics have been made. The 

present author had already investigated the decomposition of methane employing 

platinum wire as the catalyst, and demonstrated kinetically the retardation by 
carbon which was one of the reaction products and also the inhomogencity of 

the catalytic surfacef-r> In the present research, the author carried out a number 

of experiments below 5t3o°C. with reduced nickel, and attempted to examine 

whether the same conclusion as in the case with platinum was obtained or not. 

                      Experimental Details. 

    Apparatus. The main part of the applratus used is shown in Fig. t. The reaction 

                                     velocity was measured by the pressure change 

                                       in the closet system. The pressure was read 

                                        by means of a spdng manometer 5 made of 

                                     Pyrex glass, the ima„re of ~ its. pointer being 
                            ca. ~ optically pmjected sr 

 e, s G F The reaction vessel R made of Pyrex 

                                  glass held about So cc The wall of R was                                    n, 
                                       more than z corn. thick ~ that any diffusion of 

                                  hydrogen or atmospheric gas might be negligible. 

 1• c The temperature of [he electric furnace E was 
 a, 

      $ automatically regulated u•ithinta5°L. during the 
     e sen.n t course of the reaction. 

                     y a' The temperature regulator is shown in 

         Fig. t.-Applratus. Fig. z. The pointer of a millivoltmeter N mn-

         S Spring manometer nectetl with a thermo-elements a:1s clmpped 
           R Readinn .rsul 

         e electric famace by a nickel bar I3 every half a minute and 
         i.i Tierany manometer when the temperature rose higher than desired, 

         c stop cock the switch AI worked automatically to reduce 

     t) Egln/f, "7Ae rPrnrlion rj Pare 1/~~dsorru3wrs" (A. C. S. monograph series), pp. 37-96 (r937} 
     z) Kubokawa, Rrn. Pdj~t. C.Sene. fnprm, ll, Sz (1937} 

     3) Kubokawa, iGid., l 1, 96 Q937)• 
    q) Knlwkawa, ibid 11, zt7 (x937} 
    S) Horiba, ibidt 1, zfig (t9z7),
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                         To fumnce 
                      Fig, z.-Tem pcmture regulator of fvmace. 

                     5 Spnthrnnouv motor T Tempenturc adjuster 
                   K Cam C &,lenoid 

                     1' Platimrm contact DS hlrrcury switch 
                   N Poiutcr of millivoh meter R Resistnnce 

                   If Chopper hnr L 9calc of millivoltmeter 

the main current Bakelite varnish was thinly applittl on the pointer N not to le[ the 

current flow when it got in between Band the temperature adjuster Ts) T is a piece 

of platinum plate attached to glass, and its right-hand side .vas adaptal to the scale of a 

desired temperature as shoam in Fig. z (b). Now, when N goes to the rigbt-hand side of the 

edge of T ahd B chops N, the tootle[ of P with K makes the current Oow tr•hveen B 
and T and then through all the solenoids of C„ C. and Ca. The wires of C, and C. being 

wound res•ersely, the current is broken off by means of l1f by the action of G. The thermo-

clements were coupled with chromel and alumel, and the calibration of the temperature 

reading seas made with [Snl [Cd], ["Ln] and [Sb), 

    Method. In Fig. I, a given amount of nickel oxide (usually az g.) was put in the 

reaction vessel R and hydrogen was lxtssed over through C, at the speed of I litre per hour. 

After the reduction C. being closed, hydrogen was desorbed from C, by means of a mercury 

diffusion pump. Then, a given amount of methane was introduced to R from C,. C, was 

abut quickly as soon as the gas reached thermal equilibrium in R. The initial pressures of 

methane in R were calculated by the preliminary experiments with air al various tem-

peratures. 
    Materials. Nickel oxide used was prepared by calcination of nickel nitrate free 

from cobalt obtained by Kahlbaum at 39o°C. The oxide was reduced with hydrogen for 

    6) C/. 1ltoriguchi, BrrIG Chem. Sa. Japau, 54, S6z ([933)•

i 

I
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twelve hours at 5oo°C. Methane was prepared according to the reaction between aluminium 

cartride and water. ]t was carefully purified and was proved to be absolutely pure by 

analysis. 

                      Experimental Results. 

    Preliminary- Experiments. 

    The decomposition of methane is a reversible reaction, which is expressed by 

                 CHa: C(graphite)+zH:. 

    The equilibrium constant of this reaction must be taken into account in dis-

cussing the kinetics of the reaction. It, however, remarkably varies according to 

investigators. so in the present experiment the equilibrium constant was carefully 

determined. Employing O.a g. of nickel oxide, it was ascertained that equilibrium 

was established within t S hours when the initial pressure of methane was below 

5 cm. and the tetnl,crature was above 4zo°C.°' 
    The equilibrium constant K„ was calculated according to 

                (P„_r 4(pe-poT 

evhere p, is the initial pressure of methane in cm., and p~ the equilibrium pressure 

of a methane and hydrogen mixture in cm. In this calculation the adsorption 

of hydrogen was neglected, because it was ascertained to be very small. 

    The values thus calculated are tabulated in Table [. 

                                       'fable r.

/e (em.) pa (an•) demmp. A~

450

460

q8z

3.3z

X33

z•54

5-Sz

z.3o

434

633

77.4

70.9

5•z7

4.50

3.75

   The values of Kr are in agreement with those of Cordon 

n.o at 4z~°C.; t.63 at jz7°C.) calculated from the absolute 

be considered that methane is completely decompose) unless 

is far lower than in the above table. Therefore, only the 

reaction can be discussed kinetically without taking a reverse 

sideralion.

and Barnes" (K,= 
entropy. It cannot 

the initial pressure 

initial stage of the 
 reaction into con-

7) Equilibrium was ascertained by nn change of the pressure during 
8) f. Ph}•a Cdrm., 36, z6ot (t9;z}

t8-q5 hours from the Sl azl.
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   The following experiment was carried out to see if the reaction proceeded 

only on the surface of nickel or not. Methane at a pressure of 3.6 cm. was put. 

in an empty vessel at goo°C. for one hour. In practice, no variation in pressure 

was observed, which indicates that both the catalytic action of the glass walls 

and t}te reaction i~t the gaseous phase can be neglected. 

   It has been admitted that tlFe catalytic action of carbon formed which is 

considered to be graphiten) is far less than that of nickel, and even in the case of 

the greatest amount of carbon in [he present research the amount is a tenth 

of that of the catalyst, so that the catalytic action of carbon need not be taken 

into account. 

   It has been also admitted that the formation of other gases than hydrogen 

is negligible in the presence of such a metallic catalyst as nickel.o 

    The Reaction Velocity with Activated Nickel. 

    The decrease in activity of a nickel catalyst in repeated use was similar to 

the case with a platinum catalyst.'' 

    Under the following experimental conditions activity could be kept constant 

by passing hydrogen for twelve-hours at goo°C. every time the experiment was 

carried out, Thus the catalyst n)ay be regarded as activated by this treatment. 

The recovery of activity with hydrogen may be interpreted thus: nickel is re-

covered from the carbide in the centres of higher activity according to the reaction,10' 

    The exl)erintental results obtained at goo°C. employing the nickel tlws 

activated with .hydrogen are given in Tables z-g. 

    In these tables, s is the decomposed amount of methane at time t(min.), 

which is denoted by pressure in cn).; kn, is T log, `r where a is the initial 
                                       l a-s 

amount of methane denoted by the initial pressure p,(cm.); k and a are constants

~l 
~o)

Iiusama and llna, 5ulL h»r. Phyr. C/run. Reuarch, 8, i (sgz9} 
The presence n(nickel carbide, NiaC, has lreev ascertained under a certain condition (Rah r, Hrr. 
Duck. rhrnr. Grs, 61, zr77 (t9zS); Tsaehiya, Bu/!. Ph~•,r. Cheer. Rrunxh, I8, 556, 95t (r93t}), 
and it has lrcen reported Ilmt nickel carbide hewmes unstable at higher temperatures than 
qzo°G [.SeLege4 I)„kkum and Al, Rec. lrvr~., 45, So3 (t9z6); Sehmidt, Z. arcary.. Chrm., 218, 
85 V93s}). Therefore, in the present ezperimenl carried out above q(w°G the formalivn of 
nrLide or adsorption compound is ronsidered to take place on]y on the active patches of the 
s~dace. Thu mnsidemlion is jastilied by the follnudng (acts: (t) The equilibrium constant 
was in good agreement with that oLlxined Iheorctically. 7f equilibrium is estaLlished IKtween 
methane, hydrogen and carbide (not. carbon), the equilibrium constant will rant agree. (z) The 
activity of the catalyst decreased in repealed ezperimeu[s, tart ceased to decrease iv a attain 
degrtt (see the next paragraph} (3) The activity was rosily rewvered with hydrogen.
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       dx -k (a-x)          d
t x" ' 

u were o6hined from the integrated form: 

            u x k 

found from the slope of the straight line obtained by 
being substituted in the equation, k was calculated. 

t and that between k, and x/t are shown in Figs. 3
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Fig. ;.-Espts. at goo°G with activated Ni. 

              'C
able z.

    Ezpt. g. 

po=z.8xtm.

(~o°C.) 
     xxm x.zfi

t (min} f (Cm.) s (cm.J c~9343 ~.. s/! k

3.6w a8oa o•I455 o.&ao

z 3$SI t.agt aloo5 0.5z~

3 3.96~ Ia5~ 0.0763 o.3S4 oAI3

5 4A98 Lz88 oA533 0.258 oAZb

8 4z38 IdzB oA385 oa 79 OA.3]

Ie 4z5~ Id4I oA3tz o.Igq o.oz7

t5 43zo bSlo oaz33 o.IO7 oot3

zo 438z L57z OAI]8 oA786 o.ov

30 4d68 L658 oAlzg oA55z om8

menn oAZo
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     Table 

    Exyl. G. 

fp=2.SOCn4

3-

(5~°G) 

     n= t.z6

r (min.) r (cm.) X (cm.) a~4343 k. s/r k

t 3.523 0.723 0.130 0.723
2 3.799 0.999 0.0959 0.500

3 3.912 nttz 0.0733 0.371

5 4.050 nz5a oa5t3 4250 a02t

7 4•t45 x•345 o.ogta o.x9s 0.029
xa q.zzo Lg2o 0.0307 0.xgz mz5

x5 4320 x.520 0.0227 osm o.osq
z0 4371 tS7x ougy m7x5 mzz

io 4-041 x.4gx 0.0x28 0.0547 mx8

40 4•SO0 L700 mro~ o.ogz5 OAxs

mean 0.022

     Table 

     Expt, y. 

ha=o.q9&m.

 4. 

~5~°C•) 

     n=t.z8

(min.J f (cm.J s (cm) o•43g3 k. s/f k

ob7q o.l7G o.lSg wl7G
z 0.755 o.z57 wlsa wlz8 ml6

3 w8oq o.3oG o.t38 wlox oa3;
5 o.8g8 o.;5a o.w5 0.070 mxG

7 0876 0.;78 o.oSB; 0•054 woz7
to w898 o.goo 0.0706 oog9 o.oa5
l5 w9x; o.gz5 ov;56 ooz8 oox3
x5 0.953 0.455 o.ogx6 oma 0.021

40 0.974 0;76 oa3;6 onlz aol9

mcan o.oxq
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  Table 5.

    Exp & 

ro=to&m.

(Soo°G) 
     rs=t.zfi

9fiT~1t~~it€1 Vol. 12n 

            V0L KII

No. 3 (1938)

f (min.) r (<m.) x (cm.) 0.4343 kw z!f k

I I•534 0354 0.155 0357

2 Ib(3 0-0~3 0.115 0.2¢2

3 1.758 o.57S oA977 0.193 o.oz;

5.5 L84a O.G(~x OA651 0.1 xo OA27

8 1.907 o.7a7 oASxa 0.09DS 0 028

it 1.g5( o.77G oAg23 0.0705 oAZ7

15 1.g89 o.8og 0.0335 o.a539 oAZq

30 z'`- o.8t3o oA198 o.OZ93 0.018

menn o.oz45

    As seen in Tables 2-5, k is Cairly constant, which justfies not only the 

applicability of the above-mentioned equation but also the reproducibility of the 

experiments. In each experiment, the data obtained within three minutes from 

the start have been omitted because the error in the initial presswn p„ affected 

much. rz is a constant named "retardation exponent,"=' and is much larger than 

[ when a fresh catalyst is used as in the present exlxriment. 

    Experiments at Lower Temperatures. 

    As one of the results obtained below 5oo°C., that obhined at ¢6o°C. is given 

in Tables 6 and ~. The relation between x and l anct the linear relation between 

k,,, and x/t are shown in Figs. 5 and 5 respectively. 

                             Table 6, 

                                    F.apt. g. (q6o°C) 

                                      po=z.7San. a=tn3

t (min.7 A (cm.J s (cm.) o.q~; k, :/e

t 3.no 0.330 o.o54S 0.330

z 3.zz7 0447 o.o3Sz azzq

5 3-0z3 o.6g3 o.ozz8 o.[zg aoo7

7 3.553 0•773 o.ozoz o.x /o o.on

/o 3.fiSo o.5aa o.m7o oA9oo o.ol z

/5 3.83t I A51 OAI3] OA70] O.O/2

zo 3.S9fi nlt6 o.m u oA55S oou

z5 3.9z8 t.taS oAOgzS oAg59 aoro

30 3.945 Lt65 oAO786 oA3SS oAOg

t/1PIIt/ DAlOG
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              TaLle ~. 

                Ezpt. to. (q6o°C.) 

             }b=td35cm, A~IAO

NICRIdI. fl7

 (min.) i F (cm.) i x (an.) n~4343 kw rye i k

2 I•7Go o.u5 o.oyW o.I1.; oAO9

3 LSo9 az74 oAZSS oA9I3 aoog

G L9go ~5 mzzz oA675 o.olz

R zozl o.gSfi mm7 o.o6z8 mIz

I3 zJ I9 o.58q oAI(n oAgSo miz

2n z.z;3 a693 mI_~2 mW9 OA11

;o z33i 0.800 OA109 OASG7 OA12

qo z.415 o.}SXa o.oo9z5 mzw OA[]

mcan mRl

N

pa ID U~=.ib.l

~ru~+

I

                   ~~ 
                    Fig. g.-Expts. at a5o°C. with activated \i. 

   Comparing this with that obtained at goo°C., it is seen that the retardation 

exponent n decreases as the velocity constant k does. 
    Assuming that the reaction velocity obeys Arrhenius' equation, the heat of 

activation in the temperature range between 450° and goo°C. was calculated and 
the value of 20.000 cal./g. mol was obtained. 

   The Reaction Velocity with Unactivated Nickel. 

   When the catalyst is only evacuated without passing hydrogen alter an 
esperintent, in the next run its activity becmnes a little lower. This decrease in 
activity, however, gradually ceases and the activity seems to approach a certaiq
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value in repeated experiments. As for a catalyst which is considerably active at 

5oo°C., decrease in its activity by repeated use is shown in Fig. y. The curves 
in Fig, y slope gently without rising steeply at the beginning, being quite dif-

ferent from that in Fig. 3. The relation between k„ and z/t, however, is linear as 

seen in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, the retlydation exponent obtained gradually becomes 

small during repeated experiments (see Tables 3-13). As the retardation ex-
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  Fig. y.-Ezpts. at j00°C. with unactivated Ni.
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ponents arc always smaller tlnn i, the reaction velocity should be more exactly 

expressed by the Iangmuir-Hinsltcltvood theory 

where h is the adsorption ecefllcient of the reaction product. 

    httegmtinp the equation, we have 

             r 1. ls k' O~                "~=l t tob / t + i trrb ~ z 

    Alter b was obtained from Fig. 3, k' was calculated from this equation, 

which is given in Tables S-[z. h and M diminish every time the experiment 

                                 'Fable 8
.

f (min.) P (cm.) r (cw.) 0+1343 ~°.' sJe L~

2 2.SS5 a4o5 OA3$$ o.zo; 0.16;

3 2.999 o.$Ig . oo3go 0.173 oa6;

5 3.tflo 0.700 oozBR O.IgO o.l6q

S 3.390 o.yto OA2g8 o.rtq o.IG7

la 3.586 Llofi ooztq oAg22 o.x69

I5 3.749 Lz69 omg5 OA793 0.I73

zz 3.900 LgzO OAIfiB oA6g5 o.l6q

30 4•005 I•Sy5 oA147 OA$32 o.xfil

4$ q.zo$ L7z5 oAtxS oo3S; o.t36

mmu 0.[6a
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            Table q. 

fa=i.zgcmt;.5z5cm (I/) h<z.oo (n=o.9o)

Noi 2~

XDVoL

3 (1938)

f (min.) f (cm.) .r (cm.) 0.4393 kw s/f .N

2 z~934 0.169 OA3QS 0.0895 0.078

5 3.097 0.3 32 o.ozGG o.o66q 0.030

7 3•i79 o.q lq 0.0zQ8 ~59~ 0.031

~0 i.z6o w495 0mz~ 0.0495 0.078

~6 3.4'-3 0.658 o.ozo3 o.0q ~ ~ o.o8z

zo 3.47z 0.707 OA13I 0.0336 0,078

3a 3.595 o.33a miGo ooz77 0.07;

mean o.07g

       Table 

        Fzpt. x5. 

~=z.7gcm.

w. 

(Soo°C) 

b=i.79 (n=o.64)

t (min.) r (=md s (cm.j 0.4343 kw sJf L/

1 x964 o.t74 oAZSo o.t74 0.075

z 3.090 o.;oo oAZ47 o.x5o aoSz

3 3.x 9t o.gox oozz7 o.c~y 0.074

5 3.342 0.552 OAl9t axto oAb7

7 3.4~ 0.698 oAt7g oA997 0A73

to 3.700 o.9 to ao[7x oAgxo 0.073

x5 3.928 x.t38 o.ox5z o.o75v oA7q

20 q.xoS t.3ta oAt39 oAfis9 oA73

30 4330 x.54o oAl xfi oA5t3 oA6S

40 4.4zo x.G3o 0.0095 o.ogo8 oA58

mean 0.072

        Table 

         Ezpt. r7. 

1t=X75&m.

 i~. 

(5~°~J 
h=i.34 (n=a78)

t (min.) P (cm.) s (rn~.) 0-0393 ~'w sit Lt

x z.873 oa xg mx85 o1 x5 oAgG

z z.974 o.zxfi m177 axoS oAg7

3 3A53 o.z9G aox6q oA983 oAg6

5 3.x7o o.4u OAIq! oo8gq 0.039

7 3.3x3 0.555 o.ot3g oA793 o,ogq

xa 3-0~ 0.7~ ml3q 0.0730 oAg7

x5 3.733 0.975 mxzfi oA65o oAg9

za 3•~G3 x:xo5 aoxn oA353 o.ogG

gaz8 x.37o oAOgg oAg57 oA3G

Iunn oAgq
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                Table i z, 

         Po=z•75ocm. 6=u3z (~r=o.73)

VoI Nai 2~

]O1

3 (1938)

 (min.) p (cm.)

I

5 

7 

IO 

?O 

3a 

44

a36o 

x.960 

iA(w 

i•''-03 

3,3zz 

3-0~ 

3.35t 

q.oro6 

4.190

x (cm.)

O.1IO 

o.ato 

0.310 

0-05.3 

o.5]z 

0.730 

nlol 

1y-16 

LggO

oA343 .F..

oAl]] 

0.0177 

0.0173 

oA156 

oolgq 

oAl;q 

o.Gnl 

o.oa7g3 

0.00305

rig

o.no 

0.105 

0.103 

oA9o6 

o.o3I7 

0.0730 

0.0551 

o.Og39 

0.03x%1

~~

  o.og3 

  oASo 

  oogS 

  oug6 

  0.045 

  o.og6 

  0.045 

  o.ogz 

  0.038 

mean o.ogs

was can'ied out, but they approach certain values as shown 

lsspt. 17 two esperimcuts with a huge amount of methane 

5oo°C. for z¢ hours were carried out, but both the values 

remain constant as seen in Espt. 2v. 
                                 't

able 13.

 in Table t3. After 

(50 cm. pressure) at 

of 6 and .C~ obtained

Espl. Nn.

12 

Iq 

IS 

1] 

20

0.91 

o.7a 

o.3q 

0.73 

0.73

t

4.00 

z.oo 

1.79 

134 

I_j2

N

o.t6z 

oA7g 

o.o7s 

o.ogq 

oAgS

.N/6

o.ogo5 

OA39 .S 

o.ogoz 

o.o3zS 

OA;4I

   Effect of AddedHydrogen and the Cause of the Retardation. 

   Yreliminarp addition of hydrogen does not affect the reaction velocity, and 

this is different from the case of the homogeneous decomposition of methane." I 

As an example, the result obtained with mired hydrogen at a partial pressure a 

little higher than that of methane has been given in Table 9 (Expt. IQ). It iscon-

sidered from this experiment that the hydrogen formed during the decomposition 

01 methane does not retard the reaction. As for the carbon crystals formed in 

the course of the reaction, they are asstmhed to have no effect on the reaction, 

for the activity of the caLjlyst becomes constant after it has decreased in a certain 

degree in spite of the accunilation of carbon crystals.'=' Therefore, the rctarda-

     II) e.g. 1[olliday and 1•:acll, J. C/unr. Siu., 1929, IoGG~ 1931, 15gq. 
     Iz) The same resell bas been obtained by other investigator: S'mnnlmchi, J. turn. Soc. JajMrr, 

        48. 3zt (t9z7): Re7l. Clurn. Sor. JaFnu, 2. z39 Q9z7}
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lion of the reaction velocity represented by x in the denominator of equation (t) 

or (2) should be caused by the adsorption of carbon atoms or the decomposed 

fragments of methane molecules, such as CH„ CFI, and CH. The carbon atoms 

are considered to be adsorbed irreversibly \\'hen it is adsorbed on highly active 

patches of the nickel surface. 

                            Conclusion 

    It has been admitted that various active centres possessing different degrees 
of activities exist on a catalytic surface. Such inltomogeneity of the catalytic 

surface as this \vas, for the first time, kinetically dcmostrated by Horiba and Ri"~ 

from their experiments on the dccompositiat of carbon monoxide \vith nickel 

catalysts. The results of the present experiment lead to the same conclusion. 

    Lt the present experiment of measuring the decomposition velocity of methane 
on a nickel catalyst, the relation u> 1 abvays held in the velocity equation dr/dt_ 

k(a-s)/s" in the case where an active catalyst was used, as in [hc case of a 

platinum catalyst. As already discussed in the case of platinum catalyst" it is 
difficult to explain this velocity equatiat by the assumption that the surface of 

the catalyst is homogeneous, but it is satisfactorily done by the assumption that 

[he carbon atoms are adsorbed on the highly active centres forming nickel 

carbide or adsorption compowtd \vith nickel, while on the less active centres 

they arc in two-dimentional adsorption equilibrium, being reversibly adsorbed."' 

    Thoug}t a varies under various conditions, it presents a similar tendency to 
that in the case of platinum 

    1) When the reaction temperature falls, x decreases as k does. This is 

explained thus : at lower temperatures the reactivity of such active centres as 

form the adsorption compound diminishes, so that the active centres wilt come 

to adsorb the carbon atoms reversibly. The values of a obtained using an active 

nickel arc tabulated in Table t4. 

    z) fit repeated use of the catalyst without being reduced, a becomes smaller 
than t and further diminishes. This is explained thus: the number of highly 

active centres are decreased by carbon adsorbing irreversibly every time the 

experiment is carried out and so the surface left alive from poisoning gradually 
becomes homogeneous in nature. liven to this case the applicability of the 

     tg) lloriLa and Ri, Rev. Phyr. Chrn,. Jrfwrry. 9, 73 (t93o); Iti, ib7C., 5, 4[ (u)3t); Ri, A'x. trnv., 
        51, 6qt ([93t); Ri and Iiagamitw, Rm. P/ryr. Clam. Jn/nn, 9, tqo ([935} 

    Iq) Schwah and Yietth, Z. phyrik. Clura. [B], 1, 3g3 ([gz9); Z• £Ir.Ftmshem., 35, t35 ([9a9)•

(1938)
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Lan~•muir-Hinshelwood theory is insufficient, for the adsorption coefficient G of 
the carbon atoms, which has been obtained by the application of the theory, 

varies in each experiment. The results obtained at 5oo°C. are given in 

Table tg. During lixpts. tx-t7, 6 and .C•' gradually decrease. This fact shows 
that [he irreversible adsorption is also taking place in the course of the reactiat. 

   As to this table, it is interesting to mention that k'~6 is constant in spite of 
variations in 6 and ~~. 

                              Summary 

    i) Tltc equilibrium constant and the reaction velocity of the catalytic de-

composition of methane on reduced nickel ]rave been measured in the temperature 
range between qzo°-5oo°C. below the pressure of 3o mnt. The reaction velocity 

in the initial stage is always expressed by 

           rft x" 

where a is the initial amount of ntcthane, x the decomposed amount at [he time 
t, k and x constants. 

    2) The retardation exponent yr is ahvays larger than t when the catalyst 

has been activated by reduction with hydrogen, and it becomes smaller than t 
when the catalyst is used repeatedly without being reduced and also when the 

temperature is lowered. The cflect of added hydrogen h:u not been observed. 

These results are in agreement tvith those in the case of platinum calalyst. 

    3) That the retardation exponent is larger than t is considered to show 
kinetically the heterogeneity of the sur(ate as in the case of platinum catalyst: 

such an irreversible reaction as the formation of nickel carbide takes place on 
the active patches, while in the Icss active patches rivo•dimentional adsorption 
equilibrimn is established behveen reacting component, the strong adsorption of 

carbon atoms retarding the rea~[ioq.
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    4) To the case where the retardation exponent is smaller -than t the 
Iangmuir-Hinshehvood equation has been applied, but it has been pointed out 

that in this case the irreversible adsorption of carbon atoms must be also taken 
into consideration, 

    5) For the catalytic decomposition of methane including irreversible reac-
tion, 20 kcal./g. mot has been obtained as the apparent heat of activation. 

   The author wishes to express his appreciation to Yrof. S. Horiba for his 

continued guidance throughout this research. 
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